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FART T
DEFINITION OP THE REALISM OF DOROTHY CANFIELD FISHER

of*
It 1*5 the plan in thlf? +heslg to atte’npt
to doflne nos3 igm, first, according "^>0 ant^'ontio
definitions availahle, ^hen to -^hovr the ''rpv'ious
chr'nres in the nse and meaninp; of realism, and,
finally, to looi'^te the fe°li‘5Tn of Dorothy Canfield
|
I
j
Fisher b-”- comparison and contrast with other phases
of modern American realism, and also b2 '’ an eramination
of the realism i^ her novels.
Realism Defined
.
Accordin'^ to the Centnrv Dictionary,
realism is: ’’The representation of what is real in
fact, according to actual truth or appearance, or to
intrinsic probability, without selection or preference
over the u^lj'’ of what is beautiful or admirable;
opposed to idealism and romanticism. The observation
of things as they are, and the consequent facult^r of
reproducing’ them with annrorimate fideltjr.”
In a thorough- go 1 nr discussion of this
manq^-sided question. Bliss Perry states that among the
popular conceptions of realism are these: that the
realist is a photorrapher
,
that he gives a " foanscript
of life*'; that he makes deliberate choice of the
commonplace: that realism Is svnon:*niious with the u^-
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pleasant. These conceptions are hasp^^ on the
author's method and his choice of materials.
The very essence of realism is studied
commonplaceness, and minute enumeration, and curious
particularity^. Realism has created a new technique,
has developed in fiction a fidelity, a life-likeness,
a vividness, a touch extraordinary and nevr. Linked
with the far reaching, scientific spirit of the time,
it has gained in precision, solidity, and hreadth.
Realism is linked also with the democratic spirit;
it is “based on the spirit of Christianity; it teaches
the realitjr of present experiences, and the
significance of common things; it shows that forces
about us are real forces; that the men and women we
know are real personalities. The realist must
represent actualities; must study them objectively;
must be an observer; must have sympathy, yet keep
that "detachment” so that facts may be used to exnlaln
truths.
Bliss Perry climaxes his views on realism
by this challenge: "’?e have a righi- to demand of the
future novelist that he shall see and feel and think .
He shall see things as they are, the world as it is,
Cod's world. He shall feel in men and women around
him the pulsation of the Infinite Heart. He shall
have such mastery of his material that no technical
1 T^liss Perry, Study of Prose Fiction
,
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resources shell he unknown to him, no feat of
creative imaf^lnation too hard; shall make us hear,
feel, think so that when we read his hook it may
he with the of deener Insiyht and quicker
symnathv and a nevr hold on the truth.. Truth shall
he the kevnote of his art, and the truth, th^t he
reveals shall he seen hy us as heauty. That
writer, vrhen he comes, I shall call him a Realist.
1
It
French Reslism
"T7hat is called realism or 'naturalism'
in French fiction appeared shortly after 1850.
Some look unon Balzac as its founder. But French realisi
:
was heyond anything else a reaction against the
French romanticism of the thirties, and the hook
that voiced th-’s reaction, is Flaubert's
2
Madame Bovry , '* ’’Madame Bovary
is ahsolutelv realistic; its tone is cool,
3
detached, hrutal.”
"Flauhert* s method has heen followed —
of courlse vrith some modifications — hy numberless
nunlls: hv Zola, a man of undoubted talent, of
3
extraordinary imagination." Zola's theory was
that man in literature was as much of a scientist
1 Bliss Perry, Study of Prose Fict ion , p. ?57
2 Ibid.-, n. 237
3 Ibid.
,
p. 238

as In other f tele’s. Zola Is concerned with the
scientific method in that it involves detachment,
so that the realist analyzes and dissects
characters as does a scientist, without sympathy
or antipathy. His theory consists of tv;o phases:
first, it collects facts; second, these facts
are handled in a supposedly detached way. It is
from this type of realism that many of our
American naturalistic realists ultimatel^r derive
their theory and practice. In a later section
on the American Naturalists, I distinrruish their
work from that of Dorothy Canfield Fisher. Her
realism stems rather from the English type to
which it is obviously more akin.
Snal ish Realism
1/Tod ern realism in England made its
appearance in literary criticism with the emergence
of the middle class. Considering Robert M.
Lovett's views on English realism, we are aware
that there is a close link betv^een modern English
realism and the realism we find in Dorothy
Canfield Fisher. For example, he affirms that,
"English realism gives a picture of life, not as

an end in its.elf, but as a means of apnneciation
of the significance; English realism is
concerned not only with the representations of
the actual, but v/ith its interpretation in
terms of a meaninp- or nurnose . Although there
has been a change in the form of English realism,
there has been none in soirit. The snirit and
history of English realism, now as in the past,
consists in truth of exnerience in the actual
world broun-ht to the test of significance by the
1
development of human character.” And although
there are naturalistic realists in England, the
general tendency of realists there is as stated above.
It is this non-naturalistic type of English realism
that is similar to Doroth^r Canfield Eisher's
real ism.
I
I
1 Robert F. Lovett, "A Note on English Realism",
The New Republic
.
March 21, 1923, p. 109-110

American Realism
Since it is the intent of this paner to
show that Dorothy Canfield Fisher is a realist, and
a renresentative of the novel internretin^ American
life, it is anropos that we point out the changing
differences between American realism and traditional
Fnglish realism.
Carl Van Doren asserts that, "Realism in
the United States, like realism everywhere, is a
matter of the realist's intention rather than his
success or failure. He must be a lens making far things
seem near, making large things seem small, thus
focusinp; a universe. He must simnlify and intemret
1
Realism.
"
"American realism has in every generation
been affected by two items in the national conscious-
ness: the knowledge that the republic originated in
revolution, and the confidence that its future is
assured. These two items have given Americans their
neculiar combination of a theoretical belief in
exneriment with a practical complacencv as to what
has been accomplished. The realistic American has
recrularly protested against certain consequences of
this dualism. Cooper took his countr;|rmen to task
for the disorder into which the republic was falling;
1 Carl Van Doren, "American Realism" Hew Republic
.
March ?1, 1923, r). 107.

KarTthorre vraa O'f' oulet protent,; tma-n, Mark
^wain determined to chant or lau^h- down feud.al
strains In their democracy; Howells founded a school
of realism on the -nri-ncinle th^t the comm^^^'ni ace has
1
the first right to he heard in literature."
The American Naturalists
realize that much so-called American
realism did not display its chief asnects until the
e'nd of the nineteenth century when it learned from
the muck-rakers how much there was to he dug up that
was true, and yet that had heen overlooked. Crane,
ITo'^ris, London, ‘Dreiser, and Mencken challenged
American life and the American view of l^fe without
nity or remorse. Thus we see that this so-called
American realism is a. protest and has heen conditioned
hy causes and attitudes against which it is directed,
thus givinm it its special quality. Such realists
feel that too much has heen made of American optimlsiD,
and they are hound hi/- loyalty to truth to insist that
the American ex-neriment has not succeeded entirely, and
that "if optimism at its hest is a virtue, at its worst
it is a vice.
"
These Ameri c a-n re^^dists like all real ists
,
Qorcerned with the indlvidu.al man or woman
,
and they see that human helnp's__n-ive the hnlk of th^ir
1 Ihld.p. 107.

time to represent inf? with endless variation3 the
art of life and the sy't of love . Common att i tnd es
toward these two- arts are more simple and more
artificial in America than almost an^mhere else, hut
the facts are full of irref^ularities and complexities,
I
Possibly because life has become more difficult,
fiction has become less hopeful, but, surely, this
chann-e is due. In part, to the challenge of the so-
called American realist.. Protesting against the
common attitude, he calls attention to certain not
uncommon, nessimistic facts. However the particular
realist Interprets the art of 11‘f'e in America, he
insists that conception held by the public is not
i
ade'^uate. Therefore, much American realism shows its
colors by the steady wa^; in which it takes exceptions.
Such realism calls for a study of the progress of
convention and the methods of revolt. Each new hour
sees a new task for the r'ealist who finds his occupation
in looking for what lies beneath current dreams and
bringing them to light. The kind of realist he is
denends upon the temper In which he wor\s. To understand
Mrs, Fisher's more tynical American realism, it is
necessary to throw her into further contrast with some
other individual American realists.

Types of Cpj^rastln^;^ Real Isra
For purposes of clarifyir^ and identifying
the kind of Anierican realism that Mrs. Fisher uses,
we proceed to contrast some other American writers
of realism, — or so-called realism — with that of
Mrs. Fisher.
Theodore Dreiser became, with the publishinp
of his Sister Carri e, in T900, the ceptral fi'^'ure in
a scT^ool of fiction noPTilarly termed "extreme realism"
or "naturalism". What pave Dreiser’s first novel.
Sister Garriy, Instant recocrnition when it came out,
and what keeps plow and vitality in it today is
simply its discovery of lov/ly and miserable folks as
hum.an beings, its artful and eloquent evocation of the
traredy of the poor. There had been novels about poor
people — even in America — before; but Dreiser viewed
them .seriously and realistically. In Sister C arrie
.
the ancient story of a seduced villare maiden was
elevated to the dipnity of trapedy; and this one book
caused novel writinp in America to become a serious
business. Tn such a viP’orous mannep does H.L. Mencken
1
champion Dreiser's v^ork. However, this is only
a partial treatment of Dreiser’s plsce in American
realism, for another able critic, Stuart P. Sherman,
declares that it would make f’or clearness in discussion
1 H.L. Mencken, A Book About Theodore Dreiser and His Worli
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of contemporary fiction if we withheld the title of
realist from Dreiser, and called him, as Zola calls
himself, a naturalist. "While asserting that all
o-rea+ art in every period intends a representation n-P
neality, T have tried to indicate the basis for a
workinp" diatinetion between realistic novel and
naturalistic novel of "^hp present day, Both are
representations of life of man in contemporary
i
societv, and both are nresimiablv comnosed. of materials i
within the experience and observation of the author. !
I
But a realistic novel Is representation based upon a
theory'” of human conduci-. T-p the theory of human
conduct is adequate, i-hem the representation
constitutes an addition to literary and social history.
A naturalistic novel Is reoresentation based unon
!
I
I
animal b-^havior, Dreiser drives home the truth that I
I
man Is essentially animal. Impelled by temnerament,
t
instinct, nhysics, chemistry, anything that is
1
irrational and uncontrollable." Mr. Dreiser's
philosophy is arrived at by a kind of brutally,
naturalistic biologizing; it is based almost altogether
on predaciousness of the human animal in sex, in
finance, even in art. By thus eliminating distinctively:
i
human motives and making animal instincts sunreme
factors in life, he reduces the problem of the realist
to the lowest possible terms. He has evaded the
1 Stuart P. Bh.onman, On Contemnorary Literature, p. 101
1
I

10
enterprise of representing human conduct; he has
confined himself to the representation of animal
j
behavior, "To Dreiser, environment is the dominant
molding force -- mere -Dhvsical contacts. Of the forces
1
of the unseen he tells us nothing. " Tn his An
American Tragedy
,
published in 19?5, ^ quarter of a
century after his first novel, he is presenting the
thesis of behavioristic chemical atomism. As a writer
and a thinker he is still lacking conviction, balance,
but underneath all his materialistic, fatalistic point
of view, one feels an ironic wistfulness. The kind of
"extreme realism" we have in Dreiser is unlike the
realism in Dorothy Canfield Fisher,
\
One is forced to sense the seriousness, the
deadly earnestness everywhere in Dreiser's naturalism,
but in Sinclair Lewis, the second novelist to be
cited in brin<Ting out a contrast with the realism of
Mrs. Fisher, one finds the show man. Lewis is a
user of realistic devices for the purposes of social
satire, and his significance as an American
satirist lies in his unequalled skill in the game of
debunking his countr;»,Tnen. His Main Street was written
j
i
to reveal "not onlv the heart of a nlace called G-onher !
I
Prairie, but ten thousand towns from Albany to San
Diego" as he himself has expressed it. A dismal
1 F.L.Pattee, The New American Literature, p. 188.

11
picture it i=?, v^ith Anerican culture lamentabl v low,
enditif^ in p:radual decadence of Ainprican culture, it
I
ends in nessimism, and typifies futility. After
Llairi Itreet
.
En'bbi.tt
, Elmer G-antrv. came Dodsv;orth
.
for vrhich Sinclair Lewis was awarded the ITobel nrize
for literature, the first ever to come to America.
The dinloma accom.nanving- the award made to Lewis in
Sweden reads as follows:
"The 1930 Nobel nrize in literature
is awa^rded to Si'^clair Levris for his
nowerful and vivid art of descrintion,
and his abilit-"- to use v/it and humor in
the creation of orin-inal chara.cters , "
'^his ’7iH bear care-^u'' scimjtir,v, for it defin»=s the
aT»t of lincioiif* j w.-s ^ r^^oo'^ter, not 0.11
interprete"”
:
ioirnrir-;! j q+, ^ o, spnc^n + j j qt.ic ^ c-m
does -not con^^titute t-^ie, artistic realism; f-’ deity to
f*^^^ ts as facts rather -^han any selection and arrangement
of the nattern of experience to "iv® a,n insight into
Vy’hat l-ife really is, does not ir-ive a res 1 oicture of
American iifo,
’fill'’ Cather, the last rye'll 1 st to >'e considered
for contrasting purposes, has more i.n common with
Dorothy Canfield Fisher i'n so far as the Ame>’ican note
is concerned, Tt. is v^orthwi^iie to nooeet I'rs. Fisher’s
ideas about thie: ”l offer- thp hypothesis about
Tills Gather’s boobs that the one rea.l subject of all
- • the effect a new country. pny» npvr

coTintry -- has on people transnlf?nte<? ’o It fnoni old
|
traditions of stable, complex civilization. She writes
|
about the different wa.vs ^n which li'f’e in a new country
1
affects different personalities exposed to it."
^ver:^w7here in Miss Gather’s books Is shf5
concerned v/ith the clash of character and environment.
Tn this common American background is found the
comparison between those two realists. For there is
frreat contrast in their perspectives. Tn Mrs. Fisher's
books,-- as we will sub-^ tantiate — character is
achieved by facinn- the important elements of every day
experience; in ’.Tilla Gather's realism fidelity to
spiritual life, spiritual realism, is the only
significant reality. Dorothy Garfield Fisher is
optimistic about civilization, especially American;
T/illa Gather is nesslmistic, and therefore her reality
is the escape of the soul to spiritual life.
Dreiser, Lewis, Gather, all are realists;
are American realists, yet, as we proceed, we shall
endeavor to show that from Mrs. Fisher's American
realism can bp secured a much better understanding of
what American life really is.
1 Dorothy Gan'f'ield Fisher, "Daughter of the Frontier",
|
New York Herald Tribune. Section XI (May 28, 1933) p.7.
j
I

23.
The Realtsm of Mrs. Fisher
In the Introduction to Raw Material , Dorothy
Canfield Fieher addresses herself to the reader
making clear her own interest In life itself, and
since it is our contention that she proves herself
a realist, these prophetic statements are valuable to
this paper:
’‘It is for the active-minded people
who enjoy doinp: their own thinking as well
as watching the author do his, that I have
put this volume together. They know the
familiar, exquisite Interest of trying, to
arrange in coherence the raw material
which life constantly washes up to every
one in great, flooding masses. Those
wise, deeply-pondering, far-seeing men
and women, driven hy their own need to
make something understandable out of
our tan'^led life, struggle Just as the
artist does, to piece together what they
see into intelligible order. The artjst's
work is the fatiguing attempt to transform
the wonder of .life into art
"Novel writing would be immensely
benefited by a reading public which had
acquired its own insight and did not
depend on the writers*. Such a body of
creative-minded readers would lift the
art of fiction up to levels we have none
of us conceived. There need be no fear
for the future of fiction if everyone takes
to being his own novelist. For then readers
will not look in novels for
there, reality itself. They wil l lpok_ for
jg the only thj ny_that ough t to be
there, the Impression which reality has
made on the writer, and they will have an
impression of their own wi th__whlch to
compare that_ of the writer , Th i s wn
1
free the author forever from attempting
the impossible, bricks-without- straw

undertaklno- of trying to get life itself
between the covers of a book " 1
"For never, never can fiction hope
to attain myriads of ef'Pects which life
effortlessly nuts over wherever vre look,
if we will only see what is there. T-f* we
leave those inimitable natural effects of
beauty, or fun, or trac^edy, or farce
entirely for the professional reader to
enjoy and see and ponder on, we are
showing passive, closed imaginations," 9
"This is not a written book in the
usual sense of the word. T have only set
down in It, just as if T were noting- them
down for my own use, a score ot instances
out of human life, which have long served
me as pegs on which to hang the meditations
of many different moods I f^lve you
lust the sort of thing from which a novelist
j|
makes principal or secondary characters, or
i!
episodes in a novel You know as
j
well as T how inherently’’ improbable life is.
1
Why pretend that it is not? T have treated
you just as though you were that other self
in me who is my best reader T have i
only tried to loan you a little more to
add to the raw ma+orial which life has
brought you, out of which you are con-
structing your own attem.pt to understand." 3
The stuff of Dorothy Canfield Fisher's raw
I
material, then, not only in this book of sketches, but
|
in all her novels, consists of the facts of experience,
I
paralleled with an idealism derived from these facts
through her interpretation of them, and the application
of this idealism in turn to life.
Although idealism is usually considered as
the direct opposite of realism, in Winston S imnlifled
Dictionary
. 1997, Idealism is defined as: "An attempt
to depict perfection as mind conceives it, rather than
j
— —^
IDorothy Canfield Fisher, Raw Material, n. 16 i
9 Ibid., p. 17 ‘
I
3 Ibid., p. ^1
j
I
I
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as fact observed,'* For our purpose we should phrase
It, that idealism is ^ asoiratlon , expressed in
writing
,
to make life be tter than it It follows
that a novelist who would be a worthy idealist had
best first be a realist with a knowledge o-f fact.
Such a writer must possess judgment to weigh the
different facts of life, to see that some are
worthwhile, while others are harmful, and that some
are joyful, while yet others are depressing and
futile. In his novels he may register his dissatis-
faction with the life conditions which he has
decided are harmful, either by constructive satire, i
I
or by contrast present lucidly and forcibly those
i
conditions that he considers more ideal. In either
of these procedures he is deriving ideal values from
fact.
Retracing our words and thoughts just a little,
we point to proof in Dorothy Canfield Fisher's own
expression in Raw ^"'aterial that she possesses knowledge
of the facts of life, and that she exhibits in turn a
mature judgment to discern ideal values through facts,
and that in her fiction she depicts American life in
both its realistic and idealistic phases,
4
We agree also with Zona G-ale when she says
that mere external realism does not deal with enough,
I
for it is but the oblective record of surface fact.
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and so fails to deal with inner livin^r. Therefore,
we need to supplement external realism with psycho-
realism v/hich is subjective or introspective. An
author is consciously or unconsciously a psycho-realist
who makes his characters three dimensional, rather
than two dimensional. Such characters have an inner
life which they themselves reveal to the reader. On
the other hand, characters in real life, or in fiction,
should not, if they are to seem well-balanced, indulge
too frenuentljr in emotional Introspection; nor should
they live too much in the realm of ideas; real
characters, however mental, live largely through the
senses. The most important characters in Dorothy
Canfield Fisher's books are three dimensional in the
sense that they live in a balanced state in their two
dimensional bodies and also in their minds.
In Mrs. Fisher's novels, we see realism that
is based on the facts of experience; that is vital and
sincere representation; that is at the same time
idealistic; and that also reveals the inner lives of
the characters depicted.
William Lyon Phelps asserts that "all of Mrs.
Fisher's novels are autobiographical, being written
exclusively out of her ov;n experience and observation.
A sketch of her life is the ground plan of all her books
1
1 William Lyon Phelps, "Dorothy Canfield Fisher, Novelis
Saturday Review of Literature. October 11. 1930. n. 199.
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Sllen G-lasgow's reveal in® comments about the
birth of a novel and her relation to her own writing
also larcrely corresoond with what we know is true of the
relation of Mrs. Pjsher's life and experiences to the
realism in her writing. "A novelist must write not by-
taking thouo-ht alone, but with every cell of his being,
that nothinf^ can occur to him that may not sooner or
later find its way into his craft. '*
Mrs. Fi sher ' s Life Experiences
Dorothea Frances Canfield was born in 1879, in
Kansas, v;here her father was president of the University
of Kansas; her mother was a painter. Her early life was
spent on several university campuses, following her
father's career. Tn her college davs she v/as a keen stu-
dent of the Romance lan«?-uages
;
she has a degree of docto
of Philosophy in French literature from Columbia Univer-
sity; in the early days of her marriage she spent at
least a year studyincr In Italy and in Norway; she was a
personal friend of I'adame Montessori, became so much
interested in her method of child study that she wrote
in English A Montes sori Mother
, thus introducinn- a new
note in American education; she translated Papini's Life
of Christ
,
and v;as amazed to find it became a best selle:*;
during the ’"orld War, she and her tv;o small children
followed her husband to France, and they gave of their
enerpries and money to war work among the French.
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Out of that ex-nerience oame The Deepening Stream ^^rs
Fisher’ f? son and dau<^hter are ^rov/n now, Althoup^h they
are Vermonters, there have "been trins away from the
Vermont home and life to the Middle Vest, in order that
the children mip’ht knov; and annreciate the thirst for
culture that that section of the country has; they have
also had at least a year in France, for the Fisher
children sneak French as do their narents, and their
mother wished them to learn early the French habit of
Eood work. In these more r'^cent years this busy, alive
woman has been serving on the Vermont Board of Education
and has been resnonsible for improvements in the
educational system, has been deepl^^ concerned with adult
education, as she voices her miea in "Thy Ston Learnin?*’
I
1
she ha
,
c;nd is, takinp?; an active part In the education
K
of children, '^nd the f'^eeinf^ of children from industrial
ism; is busy writlnr articles on child ps;'’'^hol ovy +hpt.
alert mothers can understand and nut into practice; she
is one ot the editors of the Book-o-f'-the-Vonth Club,
and yet find.s time to write amazi ri'ri -r chali ei^.^i nn'
'articles atrainst war. Tith it all she has kent close
I
to people, and is incredibly ^^odest — truly great,' —
|
for she writes, "T don’t live i^^ thp litera-^jr would at
all, you know, but on the s^de of a mountain, where
snows °'nd sky-running and -wardens and tennis courts and
sharing of neighbors’ pernlexities and ,ioys and a feeling
I
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than ‘hooka. Whpt we have In common is based much mone
1
on the life we share than on books."
All of these experiences and observations of a,
full and varied. ^ fe have f'ound their wa^r into Mrs,
Fisher’s art, not as mere autobiographical details, but
neither as "trainsfigured experience" as Sir Leslie Stephe^
calls It, for Mrs. Fis'her has deepened experience and.
increased the understand i no- of truth and the meaning of
life through idealization of the facts o'f^ this her wide
and •'rpr>i(sd experl once.
Some of hhe Results of her Id.fe Fxneri ence
”To leave Dorothy Canfield Fisher out of a
serious discussion of the American novel would be
more than ridiculous," Fi izabeth ’Lyckoff emphatically
states. "She belongs in that sucesslon of novelists.
with George Fiiot and I'rs. Deland, all of them full of
o
motherly understanding and tolerance of human belnes."
Furthermore, it is our own belief that she represents
the importance of havin'^ women write novels, for
emotionsl insieht h^s never been the pu.aii+y of men
no-'-elists . She is an essentially motherl”’ woman;
’
I
she has nut the ma+ernal feel of life into the novel -- !|
I
maternal achievement, then, is one nhase of the 1
I
contribution to the deepening stream of life which ^
!
she has m.ade. Il
1 Personal letter from FisVtor, dated T'a.y 1, 1935,
2 Flizabeth 'If^’^ckoff, "Dorothy’' Canfield -- Neglected
Best Seller" Bookman. September, 1931, p. 40.
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’’From the first she has heer hailed as a
rovellst of ideas. She herself had formulated a
definite philosoph^^ of life. She longs to think
clearly. It is one of he-*^ Ideals, a trrxe passion fon
clear thinkini^, for def ininn- the indefinable. ”
Dorothea L. Mann a-ives us these chan:en<7inF truths
about Mrs. Fisher’s perspective and accomplishment in
her novels, and we are fortunate to be able to quote
Mrs. Fisher’s own words that emphasize that character-
istic of her art. ’’Sverybod;''- has his own way of writ-
ing-, of course, and T can’t f^ive you more of a alimpse
of mine than that. T want to see what’s there, a/nd T
want to be skillful enough to tell honestly what I
have seen. Tt ta,kes skill to be honest, you know,
2
often more than T have.” But vre affirm, that she has
the skill, and the hones t^/, and that in all her books,
she has had a story to tel]
,
and that with creative
craftsmanship she has told her stor3r of real people,
alwajrs in a family a-ronp, constantly/ emphasizing the
.joy of intimate, shared human relationships, that she
has been able ”to phrase theories of life, and has
created life-like exponents of them which manj'' people
cherish as ideals.”
’’The fundamentals of living and not fashions
and bynvords of the moment concern her. She is modern,
has been radical, but life is more than either, and
1 Dorothea L. Mann, "Dorothy Canfield, The Little
Vermonter,” Bookman
.
Aur/ust, 1927, p.695
Personal letter from Mrs. Fisher dated May 1,1935
3 F] -Viabeth Wyckoff, op. cit.
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she sticks close to t^e eternal truths. That is why I
1-
i
she can he so cornpletely fearless.” !
’7(3 cs’^not pvr>ness too strongly her belief in
the v°ln.e of the worth o'^ the incgividnal, helief in. the
p.ii-r)r.0me ri"ht of chil(3ren, and the necessity o'f* their
correct, sympathetic trsining, in the importance of
1
home and community life, and In the " thorough-yoiny
feminism combined with simple and emotionally
j
nrimitiye concention of the obligations of tnarriage
j
'2
i
and motherhood” that Mrs. Fisher champions in all her
j
1
1
|1
novels. !
"Dorothy Canfield Fisher should have credit
j
i
for being one of the few American novelists of either
sex who has together with a competent and restrained
technique, that Inexhaustible, unwearying, and tolerant
understanding of human nature which is the distinguishing
I
mark of first-rate novelists and of first-rate novelists
alone.” Thus does Elizabeth W3»-ckoff conclude her
critical study.
"Every artist is a thinker, whether he knows
it or not; and ultimately no artistwill be found
1 3
greater s-s an artist than he was as a thinker,” is
David Masson’s statement. Dorothir Canfield mi ?5her has
|
achieved her place as an artist because she does think
|j
i
^
deeply and wisely/, because her realism is fidelity to |l
i|
- .
1 Dorothes L. Mann, op. cit,
P Elizabeth Wyckoff, op. cit.
3. David Masson, British Novelist s, p. P3F.

life In the lanp;e, because she has a sense of the
responsibility to make the realities of life take on
a deener sionificance, because she is concerned with
the deepening stream of inner discipline against the
opposition of circumstances.
The Substantial Amenican Realism of Dorothy Canfield
Fisher
It is our belief, moreover, that the substance
of Dorothy Canfield Fisher's writing is American realism
and, furthermore, that it is a t;','T»e of realism best
representi ncf American life. For in her novels is
i
found relative accuracy to American life; in her novels !
a foreigner can find what Am.erican life is really like;
she Justifies Americanism. I shall prove in the
second division of this thesis that the following
characteristics of Americanism run through her v;ork as
they run through American life:
I
I
1. "Belief In actual social democracy
?, Confidence in public education
3. Respect for civic pride
4. Conviction of work as discipline
5. Spirit of <^roup organization
6. Faith in the philosophy of Fmniricism
7. Assurance of importance of domestic loyalt 3/‘
8. Conviction of modern Individualism
9. Skepticism about European sophistication
In addition, I shall also supnort, in the second
section, the contention that this novelist employs

realistic rpefHod in ren^'leninr^ her mater’ie.le concrete*
Her selective f^etails have >^e=’l sifi;nifica'nce in re'^ard
to char? c ter nlot; details are lihe not if s in
prelude to the comnletel^’’ orchestra* ted vrorh. She
does not, of cour'^’e, achieve that complete detachment
of the scientific re'^iist "because ot her "blended
Idealism and realism, and "becanee of her desire
to clarit’r p-nd internret the meanin,'^ of life.
At this rioint T conclude m^’’ locating of
Dorothv Canfield Fisher ns a realist, a.s o'*^e ^T’i^o
particularly f^ives a nep'^^sent-’ ti cn of American life
in « T’ealistic manner. Her re^linm, vhich is con"bined
’Tith -nsycho-reali sm and with idealism, is v^holesome,
health^'’, optimistic, dealing with d^il^’' Ti^e i-n the
home and the comnwHity, wi^other it "be in the viTia^e,
or u'^iversity, metropolis, showin^^ with r'’,re
common sense that indi'^ridual i.oyalt^’’, th.i^t ordinary
da3»--hy-da3r life, th^^t shared pleasures, that the
deepenin" intimac3r of home and marriage are still
realities of life and can "t»e presented in fiction
fearlessly and without scorn.

PART TT
ANALY'^TS OF THE REALISM ITT TvIRS. ^TSHER'3 NOVELS
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Part IT
Analysi s of the Realism in Mrs, Fisher’s Novels
In becrinnin^ the analysis of Mrs. Fisher’s
fiction in order to carry out the contention that she
is a realist who combines her realism and psyoho-
reallsm with idealism, that she sets forth the
fundamentals of American life, there can be no better
introduction than the author's own words:
"I'm afraid I can't say much more about
ray motive and method in fiction, than that T
seem to myself to have been enyared in a life-
long stn.iffprle, first to make some sense out of
human life, and then to pass alonp*. to others
what sense I have made. This means of course
an Impassioned strupr^le, first of all, con-
fronted with any human situation, to see what
it really means, what the implications are in
human values, what underlies such and such
reactions, what deep roots send up the
harmless-looking, little tendrils that prove
so hard to eliminate, why does such a •nfir-
sonality at the impact of such another ^ive
off such and such a note, rather than another.
The effort is endless, of course, because of
the complexity;- of every human situation. And
the same complexity must somehow be faced
and connuered — or partly connuered — when
one tries to tell what he thinks he has
finally understood — or nartly understood,
FVery detail has sijxnlficance in life -- but in
writinp:, millions of them must he left out," 1
The Snuirrel Cage
Her first novel, The ilcuirrel Ca.ye
.
published
in 1912, gives specific examples of the impact of
personalties, and our first glimpse of the meaning
of life that Dorothy Canfield Fisher has for the
ttallincf t.hg gtrtry nf Tir. ’~v»s. FmPirv and
1 Personal letter from Mra, Fisher, dated May 1, 1935.

t^eir four children, e'=?pecie.lly the etory of Lydia,
their you'^yeat daughter, a detailed picture of the
eocial life of raiddle-clags neople in Bellevue, an"
Ohio suburb, in 1872, is f^iven with all its e’^pba,sis
on fashion, so-called culture, and business. Ti^e
blighting effect of tbe struggle for social, -nosition
is empba siZ'^d in countless ways, Mr^, Bmeny, in
striving to been ab'>^east o"*" +he Hollistons, th‘= lea.ders
of society, has sacrificed neace of mind, companionship
with, and understanding of her husb^'nd in ord'^r that
her d^'u'^hter shall have every mate‘>’ial advantage. The
changin.g dictates of fashion made Trs. Emery remove
chromos f'^om their walls, and in their place hang
engravings of -rods; forced substitution of rugs for
carpets, ru"S as Oriental as their purse vfould allow,
for thein nroblem was not simply that of discovering
the ri "ht thin,a, bi.it of securin.o it out of a limited
nurse. Many simil^’nly selected details '^re '^iven to
depict essential soci'’! background. This continuous
stru'^f^le for social prestige which necessitates
Mr, Em.erv’ 'i overwork results in his ill health and
immediate/ death.
Upon the loss of hen father, Lydia, who is
now happily marnied to Paul Hollister, resolves that
the demands of societj'’ and business shall not ruin their
lives. However, ambitious Paul is so enf^rossed in

business that he ma^r give his younp; "wife a finer,
larger home, so that he may be regarded as a hie-hl3r
successful citizen that he cannot comnrehend her
desire for mutual understanding, shared nleasures,
and common thought; her need for anything that cannot
be satisfied by material gain. The first intimation
of Paul's character, "Did you ever know Psul Hollister
to let anything interfere with his business?" is
sustained throu'^hout the story, for Paul meets his
too-early death in testing- one of the machines that
he had sold, and that he insisted should live un to
the contract he had riven. His attitude toward
business is tynical of that of the average American.
Daniel Ranlcin, a chief character, exem'Dli-^''ies
the American concept of the dirnlty of work; Paul
Hollister renresents the unhealthy influence of Eir
Business. Daniel Rankin had been a recognized
raem.ber of their community, but no’r was considered
“nueer" because with his own hands he had bu^lt a
I
shack on the outskirts of the town, and was living
simply by means of what he could produce, but with
time for reflection and tnt^woat for his fellow men.
It his influence on L^'^dia which is gradually
changing her from a type ob young married woman to a
thinking indiv idual
,
who insists that her child,
Ariadne, shall have somethin'^ more than the _
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su'oeT’f icl?lit,ie3 have filled ov/t^ It^
to R^nktn t^'P’t Lydia tier* daii'^^'tor, nho"^ her fear
convirces her that she will die in ^ivin^ hirth to her
second, child. RanJkin is the onJ 7'' one who can understand
her dread of the T'jnotaur, the nionster of society and
hiisiness to which she was sa.crificed; therefore, the
i
Y*p,nf\ov 1 gnatjfied that L3;’dia. wi3.T live, and. that
j
topether she and Daniel Rankin nrohahl.v v/ill attemnt to i^ - ..
I
plan an idealistic lif“ in » material world.
\
Ex'^erientl ^1 realism, or evidence of the i
philosophy'’ of empiricism that life is an experiment
fro’’'' v.'hlch human intelli"®nc^ c'^-n loann i"'’’’ o’l’^dar* t,o
improve, is convlncin'’^l''' illustrated in th^ chief
char'acters, Ljrdia, Rankin, and klndlit, ver^t hum^n
I
Doctor Lelton. I
I
Dorothy Gan'f'ield Fisher’s irqiste’’^ce on
modern irdivid.usi 1 sm, namely, tha.t '’3 1 character
pnowth and discipline must come from within, is a.hl^'-,
realistically'- portrayed in these same positive
char'acters. The realistic method ir this first novel,
in, suite of its documentation, t>’e u'-'e of detail to !
i
miTTo a clear picture, is weakened hyr the propagandist !
element of the author, vrho, "because of her i
sympathy, urpes the slm-ole life, one that shall "be less
i
m^’-terialistic and more idealistic.
I

The Bent. Twi?
”The Bent Twl.£; is on the whole the best novel
of university life in America that T have ever seen",
is '/ifilliam Lyons Phelps' opinion of this second novel
nubllshed in 1915. It tells of life in a mid-vrestern
university such as Mrs, Fisher had known in her
childhood. "It is as free from sensation as from
propaffanda. It crives fairly and sympathetically the
whole range of student activities, inside and outside
the curriculum, and deals faithfully with student
politics .
"
The theme is the exact converse of that Itt
The Squirrel Cage . "Sylvia Marshall, the heroine,
brought up to nlain living and hirh thinlcing, and tries
to get away from both, but, in the end, the twig bends
as it was inclined, and she marries a socialist
millionaire who renounces a fortune to establish a
foundation for the benefit of the employees, and retire9|
i
to a small nronertv in Vermont where thev are to lead
2
guiet, but nroductive and hapny lives," The growth
and development of Sylvia's character from a wilful,
luxury-1 ovino^, snobbish girl to a finely-balanced,
understanding^ youn^^ woman show’ this novelist's interesi
in character, and her ability to depict character
frrowth. The sturdy, loving sister, "Judy", with her
1 ’Villiam Lyon Phelps, "Dorothy Canfield, Novelist"
Saturday Review of Literature
.
October 11, 1930. p. 199
2 Elizabeth Wyckoff, "Dorothy Canfield, Neglected Best-
Seller" Bookman. September 1931, p. 42.

imr)ulslve desire to helo all who are rot so stronpr and !
1
resolute as herself, is a vivid character. This study
j
in contrasts in the two sisters reveals the artist in
j
Dorothv Canfield Fisher. Barbara T.'arshall, Sylvia's
j
I
mother, remains as one of the finest women characters
I
which this novelist has placed in her yallery of i
I
i
yracious, wise, and lovely women.
I
I
Throughout this story n-reat stress is laid,
naturally, unon education. One phase, secondary
education, is presented realistically through the
exneriences of the two p-rowiny daughters. In presenting
circTjimstances and reactions to one of their problems,
i
j
Mrs. Fisher emphasizes the American- belief in, and
|
practice of, t-aie social and racial democracy. The n-irlsl
!
have become greatlv attached, to two newcomers, Camilla j
I
and Cecils Fingal. Sylvia, especia.lly, was impressed
with the beautiful dark-eyed girls, and decided, after
ouestioning their father about their last name, that
''Camilla looks Italian -- like an Italian princess." In
their home, Camilla and Cecils seemed even more alluring I
i
to Sylvia, for they were allowed to do much as they
pleased, since there were only two negro women servants 1
to look after them. Then, on the day of the eagerl3r antic
pated picnic, someone hurled at the Marshall girls, "SayJ

what d'ye think? Those Finp;al ^inls at^e nipf.ers
,
"Cf connse, we can't h^^ve Camilla at the picnic.”—
"l/y uncle v^ouldn't v;ant a njf^yen thene,"— ''We'll
have to tell her she can't come."
Characteristicall;^, it was Judy, undemonstrp tivp
but lo^f^al, who, at the close of school, had her arm
about Cecile Finpal's neck. Amid the tauntiny leers
of other children, Judith and Sylvia walked home with
the miserable Fin'^al clrls.
The children took their problem to their
mother and father. Thein Tnnther said in an
enerretic way, "T certainly have nothin'^ to say
that v/ould be fit for children to hear," and so
tu^’ned to their father.
What he finally said was, "Well, children,
you've stumbled into about the hardest problem
•here is in this country, and the hones+ tnn.th
is that we don' any of us know what's riyht to
do about it.... If mown men and women don't
knovz how to help matters, :'’'ou little n-i r»i g can't
expect fix thiners either. All ;’'-ou can do is
to yo on beina nice to Camilla and ''
After the children had '7one out, his wife
remarked dryly, "So that's the stone we a-ive
them when they ask for bread.
"
"Put there's no use tellinn- children
something they never see out into practice."
"It is not impossible, T suppose, to
chanye our lives," suy^ested his wife.
"As lony as I can live without thinkiny
o-*^ that element of Amenican life, it's all
rirrht. PTit when anythin'^ brinys it home -- like
this todajr -- I feel that the mean compromise
we all make must be a dlsinte"ra,tiny moral force in
the national character, T feel, like yatherinm up
all of you and aoinr away -- to Europe, and
earnin'^ the family livin.y by mivlny English lessons,"
jVrs, T'^arshall cried out, "it makes m^ feel
jlike roinp out riyht here in La Chance with, a bomb i
in one hand. and., a rifle in the other, " And ^.g ghe

(Tethered up the luncheon d5. vehes, she reTnarlred.
nrlmly, "And what we shall do is, of oouuse,
nothir*"' at all," 1
Pove this realistic novelist does not i?;<*nore
the fact that the a-^titude of the average person in
La Chance towat^d the nearo is the attitude of the
typ-^cal American, and that, therefore, this is a
nhase of America,n realism. However, she does not
let her s;'mipathy with the victim run away with her,
hut presents the enti>^e situation with clean
literalness, and with oulet, const'^ucti ve satire.
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Hi lls'Horo People i:
i
i
1
With the writincr in 1915 of Hillgboro Peo-^le
|
a hook of short stories, Mrs. Fisher has definitely [
taken her stand that life in the "village” is more
vital, more rvorth vrhile than in the cosmopolitan centers
1
of the world. The introductory sketch, ’*At the Foot of
I
Hemlock Mountain", describes a typical Vermont village
j
v/ith al] its potential life that is so much more real
than life in the city, oh than fictitious characters
in a stor3»-. A fevr selected thoughts of the author tell
this vividly: "Like any other of those ^ifts of life
which <^ratify insatiable cravinys of humanity, living
in a countr^^ village conveys a satisfaction which is
i'^comrauni cable. " — "We realize that onl"'’’ in Hillsboro !
I
I
and Places like it can one have ’^een, ful"! life and
j
}
contact with the vitalizing stream of huma.nityl " —
i
"The divine feeling of responsibility fon the welT-beinn
of others is diluted and washed away in areat cities by
the overwhelming impersonal flood of vast numbers; in
villages it is strengthened by the sicrht, apparent to
the dullest eyes, of immediate personal and visible
application. In other words, we are not only the char-
acters of our unwritten stories, but also part authors."
— "Our younc^ people, returning, from college, turn away
fnom tbe foeble plots of Ibsen a.nd the tame inventions
of Pernard Shaw to the really exciting, perplexing, and
1 Village is a term used by Sherwood Anderson to
denote a certain type of country life.
I
tyr
(
event?? tn life of the v^fle^e '[^rooer.
Tn metter-of-feot l.en^ner^e, lerrely in the
vernacular of Vermont farmers, this master of the short
stor'v -Porm tells of universal conflicts found amonr^
characters in Hillsboro, of stark tragedy that is akin
to that in Thsen's 'ahosts
.
of the zest for life that
one c-reat-crandfather had, who at eiP’ht3''-nine insisted
on driving twentj^-eir^ht miles to the county'’ fsir,
enjoyino’ every deliyht fr^m the merr^r-yo-round to
bettir<T ov' >>orse races! He returned home, onl"'’ to
collapse, but on the second day he was able to whisper,
'‘Now, I tell you what's my motto: ‘Live while r’^oii live,
and then die, and he done with it. '
"
”^lint and Fire" tells with superb srtistic
restraint of the hreskinr do^. of ITrs. Pi^rdon’s life-
long- independence in summoning her neirhibor to carr^,'-
her to her sister — from whom she had never asked
friendship or charit3'- — so th*^t her sten-son Adonirom
and ^'er sister’s Hv’leen Ann might be free to m'^rr;’’.
Her reason, she gasps to her sister, "Fm, listen —
your 3v’ leen Ann — tried to drown herself in the Mill
nrook last night — that's what decided me -- to —
”
B'’^otional overtones are often dealt with in a matter-of
fact manner, characteristic of the individual, and of
the locality. Even as Mt^s, Purdon "had, turned back
from the door of death" she looked down at the new
»>«
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'’Vou’re still a rrreat hand for r j ck-rack
work, Em, T see,” she murmured in a faint whisper.
"Do you remember how surprized Aunt Su v/as v;hen
you made up a pa.ttern?”
Details of home life, of natural background,
of interest in practical questions, these are evidences
O'f realistic purpose and method. There is in her
short stories an ellipsis, an effect for arranyement
of selected detail that is even more effective
than the cumulative detail of her novels.
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Understood Betsy
In Understood Betsy ^ Dorothy Canfield Fisher
has written a novel deei^ned to aopeal to children
yet possessing withal a keen and penetratlr-g stnd3'-
of the nsychol og^i' of the child which has an appeal to
the adult mind. In this hook, as ^n so many others,
the author displa^rs her deep and s^/rnpathetl c
understanding and appreciation of the heart ofi a
child, its needs, and hopes, and fears, "^hrou^hout,
the stor^r retaluc tha viewpoint of a. child’s interest
in people, situations, events.
Before her Aunt Harriet’s illness caused her
to leave the city, and to he sent to her cousins, the
Putne3/s, in Hillshoro, Ve^ont, Elizabeth Ann, nine
years old, had heen shielded, taken care of, "understood,
hy her Aunt Francis to so ^-reat an extent that she was
I
thin, nervous, imaginative; not a natural, happy.
normal child. Suddenly she was thrust Into the
wholesome, health^'' atmosphere of the kindly, matter-of-
fact Vermont relatives who treat her as a real child,
as a child should he, without fears, a.nd with
responslhl 1 ity , On her ar‘*^lval, she he^-ins to leairi
jo^/- of doing somethin^- for herself. Uncle Henr3r said
to her briefly, "Here, you drive, v/ill you, for a
piece?" And Elizabeth Ann overcame her terror, nulled
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fhe correct rein, ar/i accomplished "the verjr fir-.qt
thing she had ever done al] herself, . . every bit .
•
every smitchl*’
Detail is oiled upon detail, all giving
instances of Betsy's new experiences in the Vermont
home, farm, and school life. She gains some practical
knowledge in makinn- apnle sauce, eve^^tual ly in being
able to make butter, and shape butter pats. She
realizes the ecstasy of having a kitten of her own;
she becomes friends with Shen, the dog, and with the
calves; she, Elizabeth Ann, who had been brouo-ht up
in terror of all animals. Tn the country school she
discovers that it doesn't matter in the least which
grade you are in; all that counts is what you know,
,
and how quickly you can learn. Tt is no longer
tragic that you fail an examination, Betsy learns
from her blunt Cousin Ann, "Tt doesn't matter, if you
really know the ri^-ht answer, does it? That's the
important thing.
"
The dead facts of history spring to life for
Betsy as she realizes that there were really people
living in Revolutionary days, and that theys were
actually in attendance at the little' Vermont school
where she herself attended.
The thrill which this consciousness of reality
brings to Betsy's child mind is thus vividly portrayed
|
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by Mrs. Fisher:
Betsy ate her aprle more slowly,
trying to take in what Aunt Abigail
had said. Uncle Henry and. his f^th^_r --
why Moses and Alexander the U-reat
'didn’t seem any further back In the
mists^of time to Elizabeth Ann than
did Uncle Henry’s father ! , . , Although
she was only nine years old, she was
feeling a little of the same rapt
wonder, the same astonished sense of
the reality of the people that have
gone before, which makes a first
glimpse of the Roman Forum such a
thrilling event for grown-ups, ’’
Actual social democracy and the spirit of
community organization are well illustrated as
evidences of realism of America in the understanding
attitude that the grown-ups and children have for
little 'Lias whose stenfather wastes his m.oney in
drink and fails to provide clothinr- and food for the
boy. The children at school like ’Lias, but wish he
were clean and whole, and the g.inls catching the spirit
of the elders, decide to make some clothes for him.
With helpful guidance the outfit is completed, the
bundle left at ‘Lias’ door, and ’Lias appears at
school next day in his new raiment. The boys do their
part in this transformation by takin^^ ’L'^as to the
svrlmming hole at noon with them, and that afternoon
"Little ’Lias was clean, preternaturally, almost
wetly clean.
"
Throup’hout the story the author reveals the
.changflia. in Retav’s inner .life: the reader shanos tham _
*
r
with her, a?? Betsy emerges from the too highly
introspective child to the capable, Joyous, responsible
Betsy who is to continue to live v/ith her Vermont
relatives.
The setting, the Vermont country side, is an
important element in the realistic detail of this story.
The swimminp- hole in summer, the red-and-gold glory
of the trees in autumn, the maple trees in early sprin*^
with the sap dripping into the buckets, then the boiling
sap, and the waxing of the syrup on the hard snow, —
all of these local color details are essential to the
realism of this story.
The entire book is a loving an(? sjnnpathetic
stud7/- in human understanding, from a child's
viewpoint, of life, of people, and of those elements
which enter into the development of the character
and the personality of each of us.
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The importance of domestic loyelty is the
theme of The Brimm ing Cup, which was published in 1921.
The novelist expresses the desire for truth and
loyp.lty in Marise's demand of her love^^, Neale.
Although harise is truly an artistically created
character, the need for an analysis of her thought and
inner life and her desire to express these thoughts
clearly is felt to he the same as that which characterize s
M-*^s. Fisher, Tn the prelude to The Brimming Our , ^‘'arl se
|
1
snd Neale are completely realizing the ecstasy anr^
j
1
ranture of their lov'^ for each othoi^, they watch
the sunset on Rocca Di Papa, "Vet, even in that moment
of physical and emotional hapniness, because of the
unhapny, confused ideas of love and lach of loyalty
engendered hy the environment of her girlhood — in
Rough Hewn Mrs. Fisher traced their lives and the manner
in which these two finally met — Marise cries out:
I
’’Neale, Neale dear, if T could
only tell you. how I want it to he, how
utterly true I want us to he. Nothing’s
of any account except that,. .... "Vou do
think v/e can always have between us
t^at lovalty to what is d.eep and
living? It does not seem too much to
ask, when we are willing to give up j
everything else for it, even happiness,”
j
Neale gave her a lon<^ profound
j
look.
I
”T’m trying to give that loyalty
|
to you this moment, Mpr'^ee darling, when
I tell you now that T think it a very

ftreat deal to ask of life, a very great
deal for anv human beings to try for. I
should say that it vms much harder to
get than hapniness. *' 1
Marise's disapnointment at his rational
answer, and her quick insistence that true love could
bring about that which had seemed Impossible, and
Neale’s thoughtful nromise are the keynotes to their
character develonment, and to the inner meaning of
their lives, and of this novel.
"Think I To be loyal to what is
deepest and most living in yourself...
That's an undertaking for a life time's
effort, with all the ups and downs and
growths of life. And then to try to
know vAhat is deepest and most living
in another. Farise! T will try. Can
anybody do more than try with all his
might?"
"Couldn't you do more for me
than for yourself?" she asked him in
a lov: voice.
His burning look enveloped her
like the reflection of the sun. "I
swear you shall have iti" he said,
his voice shaking,
"T'll never forcet that as
loner as I live!" she cried out.
The tears stood in her eyes
and his. 2
After their hapny, busV years spent in a
small Vermont community, years filled v/ith love, and
the 1oy and the responsibility of three small children,
work, common interests, narticination in community
affairs, Vincent I'arsh comes to the village, and
offers to i^arlse hi s love
^
and ati nnnnrt.n-ni tv to
1 Dorothy Canfield Fisher, The Brimming Cup , n. 6
P Ibid.
,
n.7

^
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1
return to the v:orld of leisure and wider onnortunities,
1
JTar-^se's ouestioninfrs led her to her husband for
j
strength in her decision, but his answer,
“Marise, my darling, T want
1
you always to do what is best for you
to do ’^hat is deenest and most
living in vou -- that is what must go
on living", 1
brings her to the realization that now she must find
1
i
her ovm answer, rely on her own strength. Finally
she emerges from the maze of her nernlexities with
i
a completely sati sfa-ctory state of heart and mind
j
about herself and her husband. "That had hannened to
her, in truth, that she had this new steadfastness?" --
"She had "rown un wbv should not p woman crow un
to other valuations of thing’s as well as her comrade
1
in life?" -- "would she, to buv moments of excitement,
j
lose an Instant o"^ the nrec^ous ce'^tai'ntv of s^sror' th"''’
an'^ trust an'^ I’n-''’ erst and i ng which she and Neale had
bouaht and ^add :^or, hour b;”’ hour, vear b^r yean, o'f'
^onest 11 fe-in-comi^on? " "She had been there by
his side, had never left it, could never leave it, any
more than she could leave half of her body In one
place, and ^o on to another.
"
In addition to a-ivino' a thorouf^hly affirmativeJ
1
1
answer to the supreme importance of domestic loyalty,
j
she emphasizes at the same time the rrowth and disciplin^
of character that must come from within.
!
1
i
i
1
1
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 Dorothy Canfield Fisher. The ‘Rrimmin'^ Cur>, n.

Pvfin + ical det.all.s of home and community are
so many and varied that backs^ound, local color become
an essential part of the vrell sustained narrative.
Dorothy Canfield Fisher has ability to
combine the commonnlace with the idealistic and the
sniritual in a hin-hly effective, realistic way.
omall
mother to
chicken,
FT ly Implored hei^
see "rav nicest
Downy-head > V7no
looks sick." The’’- went, only to
find +h'^t he was dead. Elly In her
iTrief was questioning wildly,
"r''Other, where has his life eone
to?” -- "’Mother, do v;e die like
that? All in ^ mornent — and. then --
nothing?”
’arise lookinrr deep into Ens'-'s
eyes found that this time she had
somethin^ to answer, as profound as
it wa,s new to h^r, "No, Ellv, I don't
hoiieve we do die like that -- all in
a moment — no+hing. " Here was a new
harmony, a new pro'^ression, a nev^
rhythm to '.7hich her ear had .lust
opened — heard here in this uncouth
niacel
”
This novel is realistic, then, for it is
realism based on the facts of eynerience; it is
sincere representation; it reveals t>ie inner lives
o:^ the denicted characters.

Ill
I:
I
I
Rouryh-Hewn
|
I
I
I
"There's a divinity that shapes our ends...” |
i
is on the title pave of this novel, and it vives us
j
the keynote to the story. For this novel, TV^itten
a year after The_'Priymin" Cuj2, tells of the earlier
'rears of Neaie Cr^tte'nden and Marise Alie-n, the c^iief
characters in that story, whose iove and loyalty are
the basis for a happy, full life. "Rou'^''h-Hewn ^s the
very interesting exf’m'nie of a story one lonvs to
unravel. So rnany writers must have yearned to know
why it was that their characters ever found and loved
ea,ch other, Mo other author, r’.s far as T ca.n rec^TI
,
I
ha.'’ ever worked out the problem. Taking* Marise and
Neale from totally different environjnents, she must
have rpasoned back from the Marise and Neale she
knew, to their beginnings. As in Raw MatP^rial wh^^re
she presented the incidents from which stories are
1
made, instead of stories made from them,” here she i
portrays the characteristics and strivings, and then
|
j
I
the h''p-n3r circumstances of their meet-in^' that m^’de it,
^r'evi table that the.w should love each other.
Neale Crittenden is a real man in every sense
of the word, one of the finest masculine characte'^s
I
that Mrs. Fisher presents, and is a tferree dimensional
|
character. In appea-r’pnce and ph^/’sioue he is manl^’’,
}
i
'
'
i
1 Dorothea L. Mann, "Dorothy Canfield — The Little
Ve-rmonter", Bpplnman, August, 19'?7
'"•
1 '
,
V*
strong, clean, a fine product of normal, healthy hoy
and young man ^Tho had nlayed a.t cramea and athletics
as he was to play life, spuarely, intensively. In
his preparator^r school days he had unconsciousl3'-
begun his thought life, through his reading based
first on Thackeray, and then on Emerson. His liking
for Emerson continued through hi a oollege and early
business days, and was responsible, perha'»^'=», for his
'Questioning as to the course of his life, and his
decision to take his small inheritance and see life
on the other continent. Here, in his meetin" and love
for Ivlarise, his emotional stature found its hei'^ht.
Bir revealing his inner emotions concernin'Q’ his love
for Marlse, and by his •nationalizing the doubts of
Harise about their love and future life, he shows
himself to be a three dimensional character. This
suffices to -Drove that here !'Trs. Fisher is blending
realism with psycho-real ism.
No analysis of Rou'O'h-Hewn
.
however brief,
would be complete without brina'inp’ out the contrast
between the false European standards of leisure and
sophistication, as portrayed by Eugenia Mills and
Mr. Livingston, and the sane, optimistic young Americans
'.Then Neale and Marise announce that they are to be
married and,, live in Ashle^r, Vermont, this is Livingston'
congratulation'. "Crittenden, you mustn't let her
iTTi illBi
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consider* It, An Amenican country village, G-ood God I
You don't knov/ what it is, what the people arei*’....
(And to Marise), "Do you know that you will probably
have to your own work ?** Marise, with a shout of
lauahter, "Appall incr, I '* So does this realistic
novelist point her conception — typically American —
that work has its nlace in life, that it has value
and diffnity, that for Marise and Keale, work does not
lessen their enjoyment of life. Once more does Mrs,
Fisher illustrate the worth o(ff an American trait, as
seen throuprh the^eyes of a foreigner, in this instance,
a self-centered, snolled, European man-of-leisure.
The chronological method is used in this novel
in tracino: the lives of Marise and Neale up to the time
of their meeting. Very effective contrasts bring out
vast differences between the normal, natural hoy life
of Neale, and the inhibited, unwholesome girlhood of
Marise.
Contrast is again used in presenting the rich
but artistically selected details, first of American
life, and then of French, and European life. The
trained observer in Mrs, Fisher, the traveler eoually
at home on both continents, is in evidence here.
This is a realistic novel, I believe, for -its
representation is sincere^ it depicts the inner lives
of both Marise and Neale.

R?,"^ Material
Raw Material
,
published in 19^'5, is a book
of character sketches ard short stories prefaced bv
Mrs. Fisher's information about her ideas concerning
reality in fiction. For emphasis, a part of the
auotation given in Part T is repeated. "Readers will
not look in novels for what is never there, reality
itself They viill look for the impression
reality has made on the writer." "T have only
set do^^n here a score of instances out of human life
which have lon^^ed served me as pegs on which to hang
the meditations of many different moods."
The sketch, "Old Man TTarner", shows an
asoect of American life, and denicts an easil-^r
recognized universal character. The local color,
the settinn- of the story is told at once. "l must
v;am you at the outset that unless you or some of
your folks come from Vermont, it is hardly worth
your v/hile to read about Old I.!an TTarner. You will
not be able to see an^rthinP" in his story except,
as we say in Vermont, a 'gape and a swallow' about
nothlnsT." Old I'^^n Warner insisted on asserting
his independence by living alone in the deserted
Arnold Hollow section. Fach year the Board of
Selectmen -drudgingly voted money to keep up the road.

and each year they decided that this vrinter he v;ould
"come on the to^n*\ That was twenty two years a^o,
anf^ still today old Fan ’^'^rner "does for himself",
and will not live with anyone. But, last Behrnary,
a counle of lumbermen crossing on Hemloch I'ountain
saw no smoke coming out of his chimney, went in, and
"there lay Old Man '.Yarner dead on the floor in front
of his T^ell blacked cook-stove." "Mow we
discover Old Man ivarner has become history. 'I'e take
satisfaction in the old man’s snunk. " "Yes, sir,
and died with his boots on, at ninety-thv’ee, on a
kitchen floor you could have et of." of, 'twas so clean.
The Vermont scene, the Yankee ilialect, and the
detail of background are elements used to ooint the
realism in showinp a nart of American life. The
independence of the old man's character is a
cha.nact eristic found ^n m'^.ny old nonp^ e the over.
TVip qVo+ '’hoTTt T'r'^. Fisher's great-grand-
n’othe'*’. Almera. O'^n'^'^^ld, bo'^w ^•n IVBV, married
in 1808, died n l?8v4, '>re filled with those elements
which are fundamental in Am<=r^c'’n life. Civic p>’ide,
p'’triotism, belief in education, each of these Is ably
illustrated in the life exne‘*^lences of thif^ little,
0-noT^gptic, dynamic ne'^^soraT ty. This iroid.ent tells
o-P her demand that learning is a necessity. Old
Lemuel H^p^er tells his story in ’'-^ankee colloquialisms:
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"And it, don’t seem mone’n y^'^iterday I
gp-w her come s tenpin*^ up; not go ranch htfTn-0-p'n
you are this ralnnte, for all ghe rauBt have
been gixt 3/’ 3?'e^rg old then. She alwp.vg was the
littlest woraan. But for all t>'at she marched
un to ^e^ meat lummox of a ho^’’, '’.oa g^3d,
’Is it true, what T hear -f^olhs sa^'-, T.emuel,
that somehow <^et on.t of school v/tthout
havin" learned how to *^ead‘^ ’ And I sayjs,
Mis’ Canfield, to tel 1 the truth, T never did
000171 to vit the hanv of hooks, and I never
could seem to <^1+ n.p no so'»’t of interest in
*em.’ And. she s^’^'-p. ‘Hack, ’Well, no me-'^t ho 3»’
of eii^hteen in the “own T live in is a. f^oin’
to mow np without "He knows how to read the
Declaration of Independence, ’ sa^rs sho.- And
she made me stop v;ork for an hour — '^nd she
paid me lust the s^’me — took me into her
house, and starts'^ tepchins me."
Soon T,em tells us "she’d cracked a hole in my head *^nd
was lust nouring I'arninr in throuo-h a fimnel." But
within ten minutes she discovered, that his eyes
trouhled him, and so she p-ave him the maynif ^’-inn; glass
that she used for sewinr . "l ’ 1 take hi^yer stitches,"
says she laughing, "Big stitches don't matter so much
as reading for an Americs,n citizen," Often she would
call him in from the road to hear him read, and alwayrg
in later life he never read his "Necronsett Journal
without thinking of Aunt Almera Canfield."
This was education beginning with the first
"R”. This belief is char*ncteristic of Americans, and
is, therefore, a phase of American realism.
Ap-ain, in "Fairfax HTinter" the question of the
American attitude toward the negroes is discussed. Here,

this illustration shows the effect of the prejudice
held hy the ina1orit3»- of Americans upon an 5ndividual
neyro. It is the story of a'’thin, sickl 3’’-^.ookinf?,
middle-ajred colored man who spent four years, the
last four years o-s his life" with Mrs, Fisher’s
fami‘13'’ in Vermont, As he f^rew stronger and had
presentable clothes, he was accepted as one of "the
hi'*^ed help" of their community’- and unyed to attend
their social gatherings.
On the evenin'^ v/hen all were goin^^ to a
church supper, Fairfax looked at me searchingly,
"’Vhere'll I get my supper?"
"Why, they usual] y have the church
snpners out on the church green unless it rains,
and then they go down to the basement rooms."
Fairfax said apathetically, "No’m, the^/"
don’t want me."
"Oh, yes, the 3/ do. You know the peon] e
a-oound here haven’t any of those notions. Come on’.'
After this, Fairfax stood u'*^dec]ded, his
sensitive face clouded and aovious, T had a
p’limpse then of the brutal discriminations through
which he had lived, and said, feeling ver^r much
\
ashamed of my civilization,
"Now, Fairfax, don’t be so foolish. We
want 3''ou to go.
"
Fairfax dressed, and went to the village
alone, but it rained, and supner was held indoors,
so that when the fa^mlly returned he was a.t home
eatino* his bread and butter and cold meat.
V/hen I had finished scolding him, Fairfax
hesitatingly said, "If it had been outdoors,
maybe I'd have tried it," 1
The stor^'" continues v;ith Fairfax's improvement
and added happiness, but he could never bring himself
to go into their gatherings; he always stood wistfully
outside. When the war came, and the^/" went to France,
1 Dorothy/ C!^-nf*ield Fis>^er Raw Materia]
.
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Fairfax had to he left in the city with a friend.
"He dranl: himself to death inside six
months," his sister vrrote. "He said he thought
the more co'' oi^ed people try to >’?ise themselves,
the worse the;'/’ p'et treated. He said white folks
wanted them to he low-down, so he v;as f^orng to
he..... But Fair:^ax was oroud, and colored people
can't he proud I don't helieve he ever let
you know^ hovr he liked the way the folks up your
way treated him. He said the folks taupht the
white children to call him mister Just like a
v/hite man, and that the white people used to ask
him to parties and dances," 1
Such evidence of the scars on the soul of one vmrthy
colored creritleman proves that in r«nn-?>.-pd to the neyro
race there is no true social democracy in America.
Since this is a sincere representation of facts, it
is evidence of »'rs. Fisher's realism.
In all the sketches in this collection, there
is thorough- '^oiny realism, based either on tal
representation of facts or showlnm tv«e inner life of
a character, or settin<^ forth some phase of Americanism,
1 Thid., n. 124

SI.
fp-ho Hotne-IvTaker
.
which waa puhllshed in 1924
is a competent and vivid novel, and in presenting the
theme, that the traditional functions ot parents may
be completely reversed, it is decidedly modern. In
this realistic story, Dorothy Canfield Fisher gives
an unusual insight into human misery and desperation
resulting from vocational maladh.istment
.
Loiter Fnann, husband of Fvangeline Knapp,
and father of three small children, is a clerk in the
of fi ce of Willing' s Emporium, and thoroughly hntes the
monotonous, routine work which he had taken thirteen
vears aero so tha.i he could msrry. His dislike for the
*J *
work plus his real incapacity’- for business "loft him
still nailed to the same high stool in tho aem.e office
vrhich had received him the day he ^ad f1-ost n-one in,”
He h°d not been <Tiven the opportunity for advancement
In the office read lustment
,
and thnt h'^d been r’ bitter
disapnointment to Eva, as well as cense for further
self-debasing on his p9r+ , However, on th'^ day he is
fired
,
he loses complete f-’-rasn of his coursge, and
c^}^Qc^ only'- for a way out of life, any w’^y so that his
wife a,nd children may have the advantage of his
Insurance, and not be handicapped by a husband and
fath.pr who is a fai'^nre. L'’te that afternoon,-- ^nd
before he had seen his wife to tell her of hi s complete
failure

Letter Kriapp from the roof of a nei'^hhor's house
havir" attempted to put o’lt a chimrev fire. .He is
carried awa^; or the stretcher, the rei'^hbors believirg
that his back ha,s beer broiler, and f'^at probably he
will die.
«Iva rises to this situation competentl^r, hist
as she is ^ble to meet and conquer any difficult
problem. This mother is a splendid, housekeeper, nurde
and a nomf’n O"^ -uicVj executive abiT^ty, but she* h^.s
f^Tsrayq loathed the endless tasks of housework and
rearin.g of children no ma.tter how exuertly she
accomplished them. IJakins’ a martyr of herself, using
needless, nervous energy in details of her domestic
life, she has succeeded in being a nerfec
t
housekeener
and in so doin^ has ruined either the digestions or
the tempers of the entire family.
Althouf^h this book is not nearly so Iona as
some of her other novels, Mrs. Fisher has <7ive>^ many
details of house work and home life; she has selected
them v^ith care, so that the housekeener recon-nises,
with a familiar smile, the homely'’ illu3tra.ti on of Just
il-QU 1-0 wrinr out a dish cloth deftly, or the savins
device that is the purpose of the newspapers spread on
the floor, and the searcher for realistic details is
aware that these and innumerable Instances point a
trait of character, "Ive a glim.nse of background, or
promote tha-Plot.
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Letter does not die, but his spinal in.luries
are so severe that he is chained to his vdneel chair,
an invalid. But not a helnless invalid, for he soon
assumes the role of housekeeper, since iilva hae? heen
forced, to ^ret work outside the home. In Will info's
T^porium she is becoraina an efficie-nt, and enthusiastic
salesv^oman, findlnn- an outlet for he-*^ ability, and thus
becoming a hannier woman. T>ie transformation of their
home life, under the sympathetic understanding^ of the
father’* a interest in the children, the "make shift"
housekeenin«r that soon becomes competent as the children
sctually learn how to help in sn intelligent and useful
vray, the discovery that Lester Knapp has something to
live for in the raiidance of the unfoldinf^ of his
children's nensonal j ty, the assurance and hapniness
that come with T'^rs, ’^Ti"' ling's business success,— all
these are evidences of development of the inner lives
of the characters, and, the -oresentation of facts in a
realistic, yet idealistic manner, and make this novel
a' compelling one.
Throughout the course of the story, we have
t-fiirther evidence of the profound understanding or the
inner worklnc's of the child mind which Mrs. Fisher
has so frequently evidenced in her other works. Little
Stephen had al’^ays been a bad boy, and had h'^d cross day!
and moods when h1 s mother, who loved him, but had no

patience or understanding for him, took care of him.
'Then his father hecomes the home-maker he begins to
understand tiny, knottpd-up Stevie, and takes care to
give his weight^/" problems attention. Stephen had all
the symptoms of bad temper when his father asked him
if he would like to beat up a "pretend" errg-, at the
same time taking dovm a basin, putting soap and water
in it, and handing Stevie the egg-beater. This
oarticular whirring machine had always had a fascination
for the small lad, but his mother had never allowed him
to turn even the handle. But now he has a grown-up
problem to solve, to make that go the way Toother and
Father make it go, to keep it steady, to keep it
ffoing, — and the black temper has disapnea^red, used
up in useful energy. This is evidence of realistic
development of the inner life of little Stephen.
The Home-LTaker is primarily a study of the
eternal and too frenuently unrecornized need possessed
by every hi-unan being for understanding and the chance
to find his own vocational, social, and intellectual
nlane with the attendant freedom to live his own life
on that nlane when he has found it unmolested by
tradition, social censure, or self-reproachment . The
entire work is skillfully developed with a loving under'
stahding of the unrest and futility which is nresent in
the inner life of everyone, save the favored few, in thi
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trying ape of economic unrest and too fre<^uent
social and economic maladlustment.

M?.de-to-Order Storiefj
I'^pdf^-to-Order b 'Hook for* children,
hut this f^rown-up found pleasure and profit in
reading all the stories. The firs+ page contains a
key to their pur-nose and -- supposed — method.
"f/Tode-to-Ordpr Stories (Accordinrr to the
Recipe of a Little Boy of Ten):
"I do hate fairies in stories," said Ji'mmy,
"they’re so foolish. And. I hate things that couldn't
possibly have happened. And I despise a story that
tries to teach ^rou something without your Vno-^ving It.
And all that's v/hy T like Father's stories. But the
thing T like best of all about them is that there
isn't ever any moral to them."
"No, nor any sense',* said a ^rown-up.
"Yes", said Jimmy, "that another nice thing
about them."
These stories, no doubt, were written for Mrs.
Pishe-n’s own children. Her use of commonplace articles,
of everyday;- incidents, of unexpected action,
—
yet
something that Jimmy admits could happen -- all deno^e
that she has ability to write fiction that a-o-neals to
j
the children's mind, as -well as to mature intelligence.
\
The ingredients that Jimmy demands in one
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story are: "An Ironing-board, a bi?^ grandfather clock,
a bag of popcorn, a bottle of ink, a yellow and black
and red stone.” His mother tells him +hat the story
"will be about your erreat- grandfather and your
grandfather.” JirnTny looked alarmed. ""'^ut there's
a skunk in it", said his mother. "Oh, tha.t's all
right then," said Jimmy, "go ahi=>od."
O
"A Story about Ances+ers” that follows tells
of the unforeseen difficulty presented by a family of
skunks sunning themselves in the middle of the road,
so that G-randfather ’ s team dare not cross, and as a
result he will miss his train, and will not reach the
city in time to deliver his address to the teachers.
A wagon, with its driver and a boy appeared on the
other side of the skunks, but they dared not cross!
Soon the small boy apneared from the bushes having
crossed on a narrow place where the rocks and a tree
covered the ravine. He proposed that G-randfather
and Patrick help him and his father carry their
furniture across the ravine, and if Patrick would
deliver the "vallyble antiques”, in Arl inton, they
would take G-randfather to the train. The change was
accomplished, the train was .lust barelv reached on
time, G-randfather was ready to give his lecture, only
to discover he had lost his notes.
"Twenty-five years later his son, my father.
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your yrandfs.ther, was asked to address the Massachusetts
teachers. Thile he ws.s ponderlrif? about his suhlect,
a neighbor broufrht him some yellow papers found in
the false bottom of the old-fashioned clock that had
been carried so many years ago. So Father told the
teachers the old story about the skunks, and the nevrlTr
discovered notes. On the platform sat the young mayor
of the city who said he was the boy who bad the idea
of using the ironing-board for a bridge. He, too, was
the only one who could finish the story, for he knew
that those "skunks" were the Penrose's cats, but he
wanted to get back to a baseball r-ame, so he "swapped"
furniture and he and his father and Grandfather
trotted back as fast as nossible."
'T'hese stories all are realistic in that they
make use of the commonplace; they are typically
American in background, and in idea; and, in addition,
they are written with rare humor.
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Her 3 ’.Ylfe Is a sttlidy of the universal
prohT em of the relationshin^dauFhter-in-law and
mother-in-law. Tt represents the conflict hetween
the traditional and the chanp:inf conditions in life.
The theme deals with the conflict "between a sense of
duty to intellect, or a 'Nationalized sense of "behavior,
and dut^r to human emotion, especially’' that emotion of
unselfish lo’''’e.
Mrs, Hascom'b, a middle-aged, widowed school
teacher, and a cultured, respected member of her
community, finds her well -ordered world thrown into
chaos when her son, Ralph, "brings home his wife,
Lottie, — vrhom he has married without his mother's
knowledge --a girl who is the exact op'oosite to
every thinr’' that Mrs. Bascorab likes and approves. At
this -point begins Mrs. Bascomb' s struggle to give up
her preconceived notion of life, to forego her pattern
of life, in order to become human.
In the opening scene Lrs, Bascomb is seen as
the teacher, an authority among the children and
mothers, a nerson whose oninion, kind, but decisive,
was held in hi.f’-h regard by those mothers not so
cultured, not so v/ise. 7/ith her customary assu.rance,
she is settling problems of child.ish dislike, of

family discord, with judgements such as these: "I must
I
I
say there is something to love in everyone. And if we
|
look for it, we can bring it out." "Marriage
j
i
is a sacred problem. You can't solve problems by
|
running away from them.
" ;
Mrs. Fisher has written that "every detail in
|
life has significance," and that her difficulty has
;
been in eliminating details, for they cannot all be
used even in realistic fiction. Here, in selecting the
followf^ing and similar details, great care and rare I
skill has been shown in choosing those incidents which
j
i
will clarify the theme, or the characterization. This
j
is a part of the author's realistic method.
[
I
"Because the detail in her v;ork is rich and i
full, it is the none less highly selective and everywhert
relevant, artistically related to the theme. To
I
characterize it as autobiographical or documentarian
— j
and hence realistic--only in a practical sense—is
j
to miss the disciplined architectonics of her novels,
all the more artistically clothed with the flesh and
blood of life
"If one considers, for example, the first
i
chapter of Her Son's ’.7ife one realizes how artistic
I
and ironic a prelude it is to the orchestrated life i
that ’.ve meet later on. Ostensibly it composes the '
'local color' in which Mary Bascomb, the teacher, is
jinterviewing immigrant mothers of her pupils and in
j
her smugness in advising these women how to order
their lives according to the austere pattern of her
life, disciplined from without, as it is, by the
conventional and stereotyped Puritan formula of
jdignity and propriety. But every precept or idea in Ij
these interviews we meet later on as a mditif in the ij
disintegrating house of cards that Mrs. Bascomb must
j|
surrender to the winds in order to be remade anew in
j
the fire of her reincarnation on a human plane, re- |l
builded structurally from within. All of her neat il
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Puritan inaxims are shown to he hut a lifeless fabric
j
of reality which brings calamity upon the person who
leans upon them instead of achieving the necessary
|
fibre of character from within. This is Dorothy
j
Canfield's way so to make artistic use of every i
selected detail. '' 1 !l
As a mother, Mrs. Eascomb had dominated her
|
l!
son, either through love or fear, and had believed
that she and Ralph were one personality. Nov/, with his !|
marriage, all this changed: Ralph is another person.
Mrs. Eascomb sees Lottie as she is, cheap, vulgar,
|j
garrulous. In making all the adaptations that living jl
i!
together necessitates, the mother-in-law pretends to be Ij
genial, in spite of her heart-sickness and revolt.
jj
I
Lottie is Jealous, and ill-at-ease, and will make no
|
effort to help the situation, not even to talk v/ith Mrs
Eascomb, at first. Mrs. Eascomb resolves to stay in
j
I
her own home with Ralph and Lottie only until June
|
1
when Ralph should graduate from the university, and at
|
the expiration of her own school term. A week or so
|
before that day,—which was to have marked her freedom
—
she found Doctor Dewey at the house who told her
"mincing no words, dotting all the 'i' s' "that Lottie 1
i
was pregnant, and would probably be confined early in
i i
September. Inwardly Mrs. Eascomb was morally indignant: !'
jl
she would hate the child, for it was a child of sinl
j
Eut Lottie and Ralph were seemingly not troubled that
|
they had be^n married only since April. Now Mrs. |
|l
Eascomb was trapped; and now she must do her duty as
|
1 Rdward A. Post, "The Neo-Puritanism of Dorothy Canfieild"
The Christian Rep:ister
.
August 17, 1933, p.532.
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she had at first, so that her conscience would not
reproach her. As a result she stays, and does all
she can for Lottie; but not one act of kindness.
On the day the child is born, it is Mrs.
Bascomb v7ho, as a matter of course, performs all the
menial tasks: her service is taken for granted. That
this day will mean her release was uppermost in Mrs.
Bascomb' s mind, until the baby girl was laid in her
arms, her eyes wide open, gazing fixedly. "As their
gaze met, John Bascomb' s widow woke from her long
night-mare. The eyes were the eyes of John Bascomb,
set under John Bascomb' s brow." Her husband's
Influence on Mary Bascomb had been great; she had
j
engraved on her locket his quotation, "Character is
|
destiny", which since his death had brought his spirit
j
closer, although she felt she could not be his equal. !
As soon as the new grandmother was free from i
her duties, she went out of the house, out under the
|
sky. "She stepped forward Into infinity , and she felt
its mightiness brooding about her. But it did not
dwarf her. It magnified her . " Here is an illustration
of Mrs Fisher's matter-of-fact style that is used when
she wishes to be idealistic. This concise statement
so utterly lacking in emotion denies emotional overtoneji
of the moment when Mrs. Bascomb realizes that her
husband's strength has returned to her; here is a
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ch?5.l1 erifye t.o her copscj.erce,
A, new p'ne.qe o"^ life now 'He<3'''n3 fon T'^ne. ‘^.e.qcow'bj
v/ho fow the firet. time fc^gete herself, end her self-
rhc!“hteousne3s, and humiliation, in her ehsorhinc^ love
for her ffranddauwh ter. This unselfish love is the
first important evidence of chans'^ in her charectew^
and is essential to -^he reaiistio revelation of the
inner life of this oharscter. At the same ti"e there
begins even a-neater conflict hetvreen Lottie and her
mother-in-law over the love and care of the child.
Practical details of the life of a baby are told as
only a novelist who is also a mother could know snd
tdll them. The (grandmother takes sn intense pride in
keeping the haby and her clothes clean, for Lottie's
method is slovenly. She harbors deep resentment -in
doinv an3'’t'>^i n" for Lottie, however; when she voices
this in an"Oh, Damn", she recognises the chanye in her
character. To her, this meant a lessenin" of her
refinement; interpreted as a reslistic detail, it
"^ndica.tes another phase of h=‘r character when for the
first time she steps out of the role of what her kind
of v^oman should sp,y and do, and into the character of
individua l
.
because life becomes intolerable, I'rs. Pascomb
accepts a position «t Harri.stown, To hen amazement,
Ralph, instead of a.ppreci atiny, the sen'/ice and tbe
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money that his mother had given them, agrees that it
will he best for her to go. Hearing him pour out all
his pent-up resentment of years, i^rs. Baecomb realizes
that now she must go, and thus lose the baby who has
become the center of her life and love.
In running away from respoHslbility, in order
to be herself, it is evident that she cannot follow
her own preaching, "You can't solve problems by
running away from them." During the next few years at
Harristown, and summers spent at Columbia University,
Mrs. Bascomb becomes the fine citizen once more, but
she cannot entirely kill the grandmother in her
emotional nature. For one day she borrows "Dids",
nickname for Q-ladys, as they had named the baby,
from some neighboring children who had brought the
young child with them to the movies, and she realizes
that her granddaughter is being cheated of any child-
hood, and that she is responsible. Therefore, she
humbles herself, and asks to go back for the sake of
the child. This willingness to forget herself entirely
for the unselfish good of another is an idealistic
change, and yet is realistic in the sense that it is
the kind of thing a real grandmother would do. Having
learned, through bitter experience, Mrs. Bascomb does
not dominate "Dids", but does everything in her power
to help the child to have a happy, normal life. There
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is no escaping the cheap conversation of Lottie,
however, and the grandmother fears that "Bids” may
not have her chance. Meanwhile, Lottie has been
complaining, has been playing the invalid, and as a
result of her being in bed again, life downstairs
was light-hearted, wholesome, gay. "Oh, if Lottie
could only take all her meals in bed," thought iCrs.
Bascomb. "And with that thought -- she slid from one
half her life into the other. " From a sense of right
to a sense of guilt, which she was to have for the
rest of her life, "sacrificing a moral orinciple for
1
a moral good" for the welfare of her beloved "Bids"
I
This breaking down of conduct which she had always
considered right is essential to the idea^listic change
in character whicn Mrs. Fisher makes realistic.
Lottie remains an invalid, and Mrs. Bascomb
cares for her, first, in order to soothe her guilty
conscience, but graaually, out of real avuipaoiiv as
she Deglns to underatano. the blackness and ignorance
of Lottie's home as a child and a young woman. As
Mrs. Bascomb is learning her first lesson in true
social democracy from the story of Lottie's life, she
redoubles her efforts to have "Bids" life full, rich,
and happy. At the end "Bids" goes to college, leaving
Mrs. Bascomb and Lottie together.
Mrs. Bascomb had learned that love and
jinderatandlng are neceagarx.- and^-all_J^, detaiL-iJi the
1 Edward A. Post, op. clt.
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developing and transforming of her character goes to
prove that theoretical interest in human beings is wort]
.
nothing, that she could not become a real mother and
teacher until she could help Lottie through actual
understanding, sympathy, and love.
ivery detail in the structure of the
character and plot of this novel goes to prove v;hat
is typical of the American concept of true social
democracy in its widest sense, that democracy that
recognizes and helps someone less fortunate, as I have
indicated in hrs, Bascomb's recognition and
appreciation of Lottie's former background. The
,
I
inner lives of the chief characters are ably revealed:
another essential of realism. The theme and characters
represent "practical idealism", realism that is based
on facts, and is at the same time idealistic.
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The DeeTDeninr Streajn
This novel has been called the best war book
ever written, and it was produced in 1930, Ion?
enough after the war not to be carried away b'''- the
emotions of the time.
The story is a Ion? one, beginning with the
charmin?!^/' beautiful description of the tall broom
on Izocohebie Hill overlookln? the Hudson river, ’.7ith
an artist-^ 'a skill, Hrs. Fisher uses this introductory
incident, in which the children, Priscilla, r.'atey, and
little Francis G-llbert are lost, as a s-'Tnbol to show
the change in their lives v;hen in mature womanhood it
is T'atey, not Priscilla, v;ho is the protector - the
elder sister - because of I'atey’s grasp of the eraotiona]
values of life.
Largely this is Matey's story, Mate7r G-ilbert
i
is a sensitive, gifted girl who is unhappy’- about sex
because of remembered and misunderstood bickerings
betv/een her parents; she is saved from an ii^hibited
life b^r falling in love with gentle, fine, but somewhat
inarticulate Adrian Fort, Then begins for her, — and
for them both,-- a striving for the sharing and
deepening of human experiences that enrich their lives
through years spent in the Hudson River vallej’’, with
its Quaker femil^r background, to years lived through
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in wartime France, 9-nd back to the com.pare.tive solace
i|
of work and comradeship in the v.illap-e bank of Rustdorf.ij
Mrs. Fisher uses contrast very effectively in
i
1
\
illustrating, in a realistic manner, the American
j
I
characteristic of the belief in actual socia,! democracy.
’/7hen Priscilla, the older sister, returns to v^sit
Matey in the small New York town of Rustdorf, there is
the ntiestion of baggage, and their individual reactions j
I
toward it serve to show the American versus the
European attitude of social democracy:
The leisurely elderly expressman
who had now emern-ed from the station
was, after the usual Rustdorf habit,
Adrian’s second cousin. He had to be
approached therefore v/lth even an
increase of the humane Dutchess County
tradition that business is a nart of
the never-ending -f*!) ow of life and not
a part of a mechanism to be snapped
briskly open or shut. 1
After inquires, therefore, about Matey’s sister, and
his recollection that he knew their mother, he
j
remembered there was a ouestion of baggage:
He yuessed maybe he could deliver
that trunk today. Or tomorrow morning...
But then Priscilla’s suitcase had to be
taken to the house today.
”0h, no, Tfatey dear, I couldn’t
let you carry it. No porters?”
"G-racious.' No I"
More talk with the expressman.
Yes, he yuessed he could briny them
things up this afternoon if there was
so much hurry for them. Matey knew
very well that he had nothlnv else to do.
”0h, thank you very much, Mr,
Van Rommel,” 2
1 Dorothv Canfield Fisher, The Deepening Stream .n. 124
2 Ibid.
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THIS thorouerhly d^^mocrfitlc attitude that la a
!
part of American life Is '^orcihly ^^roumht out through
*“
*
1
i
the reaction of one who has lost the American touch.
j
i
1
Many instances could he given to prove that 1
this novel p'ives evidence of the A’^^erican concept of
work, and the dic^nlty of labor. However, this i
incident from the conclusion, when Adrian and Matey
have returned from the war is convincing: Adrian is
1
despairing at the futility of war. Adrian's wise
Quaker father knew that the sooner his son could i
1
return to his normal work, and if his wife could work i
1
with him, side hy side in shav>lnrr this relationship,
|
as thev had every o'^her, Adnian could finalT''r find
j
I
1 o 7f n life. And so the elder Adrian exnlained to themi
1
He could not go on at the hank,
1
the f^octon told him. Adrian would need i
someone who could learn to he bookkeeper !
and teller. Thy not Matey?..., Thone
j
was nothing picturesnue ehout the ^oh
at the hank, lust nlaln, useful work.
But really useful, he insisted, with
a depth to it that didn’t show in the
f !) at surface statement that it amounted
to no more than helping people hold on
jto their money. The point was that in i
the modern world of capital, money —
whether you liked to have it so oih
1
not -- stood tor indenendence — freedom
-
jpersonal dignity," 1
j
1
ji
Because the worth of work is conceded to he important ij
i!by the malority of Americans, this semres to prove ||
il
j
this narticular nhase of Americanism. i
1
!
1
j
1
1
1
1
-
— i
1 Thid., p. 381.
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Dorothy Canfield Fisher Is not only a realist,
hilt she is a pS 3rcho-realist, one r^ho is cor'oern<=f^ "vi+h
the psycholo*^^ ssyeots li'f’p, a resTist who i s
•interested in the reactions of her characters —
livinc, human heinr^s are the^r to her — to the inner
meanin<^ of life, to those underlining currents of life
and emotion that frive life meanino- and purpose.
There are countless illustrations of this
inner meaninf^, and raanir of them have to do "with the
shared intimate relationships between husband and
i
wife, or in the understand incr between mother and child, i7
..
j
J
i
:.:atein, in the Deeneni n.g; Stream , comes to the I
full realization of what a shared love and life mean:
I
I
The noint seemed to he that Adr'ian
was entirelv different - to her- from
anyone else living- One Sunday
morninv as they lay together in the
peaceable ouiet of a rare vacation dawn
when the bah^r slept late, she •^ave h-im
an im'oression that had come into her mind
as she had waked and found h<=rself with
her head upon his shoulder.
••honestly, I hardly knew for an
instant which vras m.^/- flesh and which
was ^/-ours," she said, "Do you know,
Adrien, lots of times T feel closer
to you than to me," i
"T know what 3^011 mean all rin-ht," 1
said Adrian, "I've thought of it, too.
I believe that I'd tell you things
I've always kept dark from myself."
"Well, that would mean,'* be^an
Matey, on •the trail of a new id^^aL,
"that sex halps bring people —
j
insteed of the wa^r ever^^’hody " li
But then the baby awoke I 1
j
Mate 3r js constantl 3r troubled in realizing* that her !
1 Ibid., pp, 161 - 162

older sister Priscilla has married Peter Russell with
his hrood of motherless children, simply so that she
will have someone to love. In voicing this to Adrian,
she makes her husband realize and avree with her that
Priscilla could never have what they have, what
Matey has
:
"i7ell, T was feeling solemn. I
had been thinking what Priscilla is
going to miss ’*
Adrian* •f'ace darkened. He said
literally, dryly, “Look here, Matey,
I'm tired of hearing you go on about
that, That do you think she's missing?
V^hy isn't hers as good a marriage as
yours ? *'
"How can you ask me such a ques-
tion, Adrian?" she said in a rou^h low
tone.
"She will have nlenty of children
to mother," he said. "Isn't that enough?"
Tith a cry. Matey ran to him, and
said violently, "No, it's not enough.
And you knov; it. And ;'''ou needn't pretend
I don't know it either. Don't you ever
dare
,
Adrian Fort, to such a thing
to me again.
"
They were foolish, childish words.
No matter. She said his name, "Adrianl
"
He caught her violently to him, no
gentleness in his touch. There was no
word at all in his answer. 1
The use of a very common detail may prove
how Important the realistic details of this novelist are
Then Matey and Adrian Fort and their two children
returned to the village home after the war, Rebecca,
the\i^father' s servant, had prepared just such a supper
as had been a favorite in former days : "creamed potatoes,
baked beans, and Boston brown bread in the oven. Cocoa
1 Ibid.
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for the children on the stove. G-ingerhread in the
cake-tin. Applesauce in the ice-hox, '* Rebecca’s
unformed writing told I.atey. Mrs, Fisher writes that
it was her intention that "Matey should have the very
most American meal imaginable, for their *^dturn from
Prance. " It is with such details that this creative
artist labors to make her fiction authentic,
meaningful, and attractive.
Vitall-"- imnortant to this novel is the back-
ground, the exact details of Paris in vrar-time, the
realistic conditions describing the lack of food and
food cards, of air raids, of separated families, of
French stability in the face of desperate circumstances,
the urgent desire of an answer to their problems, the
pathetic eagerness of the people in welcoming
’.Toodrow Wilson, honing that h^ was their answer,
—
all of these details minified with emotional scenes
make the realism starkly effective.
That The Deepening Stream is something more
than a war story is felt throughout, but more especially
upon the return of the Fort family to America, when
Matey begins to realize that she has nev^ problems now to
assume in helping Lucv, Priscilla's adopted daughter, to
find love and sympathy, in dispelling Adrian's despairing
belief "that war is an indictment of the universe instead
of a mistake men make", in sharing her husband's
1
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work, hopinp: that torrether they could have strength
and harmony to bring Joy back to their lives.

9.
m
Y*e
Fisher h^ s rovrhere cl i'^r"' '’yed her irtim-
^te rrd ^rthen+dr* irnorif^dfe of Vernont jn r nore
girr00-piYig ard +.v>oroii<^h fp-shior, t.hP.n ir her Ir st* rove 7
,
Borf j.re. Against the bachgroimd of Hemlock ''ountain,
the vill"’."e of Clifford is shown to us "'ith all its
var‘''”'.nr inhabitants v-’.-^ose desti'nies mir''''le ^nd clash
^ n the i'^cP'' cnl-^ble way of lif -'’ ever;'»Trhere. '^^he
central figure, Lirlee, a product of Seanlea Cheir^
the poo^t^er, ne'^lec + ed
,
slum section, is representat-^.ve
of the environment from which she springs, ^nd she ts
also a s^mibol of t'le S'^.r'^rgely evil effects of sex
anc"^ ns as! on. Hemlock T'onntain is scarred, for a
bonfire on the other side of +he raon.ntain sot, beyond,
control: Lixlee, becsn.ee sh'^* s ^ n'^lmitive force
who bag riot been restrained by spy hel->''ful Influence
of home o>^ community or sniritual 1 t fe yoop^go
4/ ^
she over-sexed, is i ikai^ed to a, ''human bonfire"
tbof, leaves destruction in the lives of p-11 she touches,
hut more esisecisilly u-non the character of Doc ton iiugon
Cuaft.
There are man^r cha.rscters in this novel of
conflicts, all of v'hom are dnoivp with f'^delity: Lixlee,
with her consuming flame, Anson Craft, h3’’pno+,ized hy
the spell of passion*^ te l.ov'=‘, and driven to desperation
and drink h’^r his v/lfe's decention. and his consemient

suspicion and. despair, Anna Graft, tT-^e vil?_age nurse
and Anson’s sister, a s^'-rnbol of selfless devotion,
until Reverend Fred Kirby reveals his adorin.'r love
for her, — these a.re especia.lly convincing;#
"beauty of the Vermont countryside is
descrihed with f eel iny and with a knowledge of
Vermont in all seasons.
This novel is ve'^y different from all of the
others; it is even more realistic, if that is possi"ble;
it deals more vividly with the nsycholoffical effect of
one personality on another; it tells of f strati ons
hrou^tht a"bout "by nhysica.1 and spiri tAial deficiencies.
At the end of the story
,
Lixlee h«"o spperted with the
elderl^r vi'' lace bachelor, leavinc scarred r>u^ ns of her
flame around s<=veral lives; ard Doctor A'^son Craft i.s
now married to Isabel Foote who h?-d formerly worshipped
him, and who row orders their 1 Ives serenely, competentl
it would now seem that here was an ideal endinv for
rehabilitated Doctor Craft, but I do not believe that
Urs. Fisher intended that promising younc doctor should
spend his life an indifferent doctor, and an
enthusiastic basketball coach. There is a deeper
si'^r i f 1 ccnce urd^rlyirc this end: the effects of
Lixlee’ s conflagration will never be entirely
eradicated
.

Conclusions
i
T'e
i
1
I
I
I
The following ideas pertaining to the realism
ij
of Dorothy Canfield Fisher constitute deductions drawn u
'I
from the study of her life and works: I
1. Her realism is not absolute because she does not
1
I
achieve the complete detachment of the scientific
realist.
I
2. The type of realism to be found in her fiction is a ;!
combination of realism and psycho-realism together
j|
Ij
with idealism. !
li
3. Her realism is at once a vital and sincere
|
representation of life.
4. This realism is based on the facts of experience
of a full and varied life.
I
5. Her realism does not interpret facts as facts, but
interprets the meaning of life through the idealization •
I
of these facts.
I
I
6. All her chief characters are rational, thinking
people whose inner lives are revealed to the reader.
7. She recognizes the effect of environment upon her
characters, but the development of character comes
j
from within.
8. Her realism depicts the aspiration for, but the
lack of, true social democracy in America.
I
9. Her belief that the realities of life can be I
- -
-
I
I
!
j
i
l
I
I
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appreciated more fully in the village than in the
city is evidenced in several hooks.
10. Her realistic fiction emphasizes the importance
of domestic loyalty.
11. She employs the realistic method in making her
materials concrete.
12. Great skill is shown in the selection of realistic
detail as an aid in developing character and promoting
plot.
13. Her matter-of-fact style in emotional scenes is
a defect of her art.
14. She turns matter-of-fact things into symbols;
things become symbols of experience.
15* Through her use of cumulative detail and
representation of definite phases of American life,
she gives a picture of American life most typical of it.
16. Her realism increases the reader's understanding
of truth and the meaning of life, and deepens his
character in his fight against circumstance.
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Siimraary
This thesis has attempted to define
Dorothy Canfield i?'isher's realism hy definitions
and hy contrasting and comparing it with i?’rench
realism, and with lingllsh realism from which
American realism comes. The realism of Dorothy
Canfield Fisher has been differentiated and
defined in contrast with other modern American
realists, and has been located as that type of
realism which best represents American life.
By an analysis of the fiction of Dorothy Canfield
Fisher, detailed support has been given to the
contention that in purpose and method she is a
realist, and to the belief that she gives a relatively
accurate picture of American life. An estimation
of her contribution to the meaning of life has
been attempted
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Arlinftton, Vermont
!/Iay 1
1935
Dear Miss Atwater:
No, your delightful letter, so full
of exactly what an author dreams of having a reader say
to him, did not come when I was busy with a novel or a
short story or even an article, but in a period of fresh
air and dreamy spring garden work. So I don’t have to
turn away from my desk to ans-er it, but Just stand up
from the daffodil bed where I have been weeding, wash
my hands, and sit down to my typewriter, smiling in
pleasure at the thought of my having had such a reader
all this time.
I don't live in the literary world at all,
you know, but on the side of a mountain, where snows
and ski-running and gardens and tennis courts and
sharings of neighbors' perplexities and Joys and a
feeling of the continuity of life form the background,
rather than books. I don't often see anybody who reads
my books-- to my neighbors I am mostly "old Dr. Canfield,
grand-daughter," or "Mr. Zadok' s grand-niece" or Just
"Mrs. Fisher who is interested in the schools." I
don't mean they don't ever read my books I sunnose
they do, sometimes. But books aren't a large part of
their lives, and what we have in corn’r^on is based much
more on the life we share, than on books. I tell you
this to show you thats such an expression as interest
and aporeciation and attention to my work as your
letter does not at all fall on a mind bored by too
much talk of it.
I wish I knew how to helo you in your
thesis which I’d like so much to read when you finish
it, if I may. I won't mind criticisms-- I get lots of
them. I do like so much your attitude about that thesis
that you are doing it for the sake of wh4t you will get
out of the thought and reflection you put into it,
as much as for the sake of the academic credit it may
bring you. I wish the whole army of degree-seekers
could have a hynodermic injection from your way of
taking that matterl And I also rejoice in your
liking to teach.
I'm afraid I can't say more about my
motive and method in fiction
,
than that I seem to
myself to have been engaged in a life-long struggle,
first to make some sense out of huiman life, and then
to pass along to others what sense I have made.
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This means of course an impassioned struggle, first of
all, confronted v/ith any human situation, to see what
it really means, what the implications are in human
values, what underlies such and such reactions, what
deep roots send uo the harmless-looking little tendrils
that prove so hard to elimate. Why does such a
personality at the imnact of such another give off such
and such a note, rather than another. This effort is
endless of course, because of the complexity of every
human situation. And the same complexity must somehow
be aced and conauered or nartly conquered-- when
one tries to tell what he thinl^s he has finally
understood--or partly understood. Every detail has
sip-ni^icance in life--but in writing, millions of them h
have to be left out. For me, the elimination is the
real problem. The details cluster so thickly into ray
mind, I can never understand those authors v/ho need to
"study up" a subject and keep notebooks about the detail;
'.Yhat I need is to throw away most of what fills the raerr
notebooks of my memory, Everybody has his own v/ay of
v;orking, of course, and I can’t give you more of a
glimpse of mine than that. I want to see what' s there
,
and I want to be skillful enough to tell honestly what
I have seen. It takes skill to be honest, you know,
often more than I have.
And as to the creamed potatoes--yes
,
I like
them pretty v/ell, v/hen they are made of baked potatoes.
(I despise them when made with merely boiled potatoes.
But I despise merely boiled potatoes anyhow, which
accounts for the rarity of my visits to Englandl ) I
like everything that is well cooked, having (Although I
am what's known as a "small eater") the liveliest
interest in and resnect for good cooking. But i
selected cream potatoes in t he tvfo cases you mentioned
because they are so American, so Yankee. I wanted Matey
to have the very most American meal immaginable, for
their return from. France. And of course Sv' leen Ann
wouldn't know hovv to make anything bu^ very American
dl'^hes. T didr*'*' want to use tho traditional American
dishes --pie and doughnuts- -because all traditionally
used details aet threadbare. It'
s
alvmys better to 'hi
think of some
,
as authentic, but, not used. But I
shouldn't have used the same detail tv^icel I didn't,
to tell the t'-uth, till you checked me on that, know I
had. But I don't re-read m-y own books and stories--
never hadve time to go back over them. And it now
occurs to me that I may repeat details more than I real
But I never had anybody catch me at it, before. You'll
probably catch me at many other things I don't sus-oect,
before j'-ou are through with me. G-o to it I Good luck to
you. I hope the catching will be fine.
With every good greeting and wishes for
youy succ ess,
"
—
Keartilv yours,
(signed
)
Dorothy Canfield Fis
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